The very best in subscription
spend management
Manage your enterprise subscription spend in one powerful and easy-to-use platform.
Have the transparency you need to take control and maximize every dollar spent.
Optimize Spend transforms the way you manage your enterprise subscription spend, with an emphasis on cost cutting,
process efficiency and vendor compliance. It combines two industry leading systems* with major new capabilities to offer a
best-of-breed platform.
Bringing all your enterprise subscriptions into a central platform makes it easier to manage and optimize subscription spend. It
puts information on your vendors, contracts, products and services for every user in one place, giving you a single view of your
entire inventory.

Pinpoint opportunities to optimize your subscription spend
Optimize Spend unlocks valuable insights, with personalized dashboards that bring your subscription spend to life with visual
analytics, actionable insights and instant reporting. It gives you an advanced understanding of your subscriptions so you
can make smarter, insight driven decisions that will maximise their subscription value.

The Challenges

Optimize Spend

The Benefits

Vendor Management

Spend Optimization

Poor utilization & spend,
renewal oversights

Easily identify cost
reduction opportunities

Transparency & Control

Transparency & Control

Lack of reports, compliance
& audit trails

Detailed, accurate reporting
& compliance

Functional Limitations

Streamline Processes

Systems unsuited to complex
vendor terms

Contract renewals,
demand management

Manual Processing

Powerful Automation

Time consuming and error
prone

Transform operations, save
time & money

Poor Quality Data

Data Integrity & Consistency
Improve compliance, pristine
accounting

Outdated & inconsistent
data sources

Everything you need to optimize your subscription spend
Inventory & License Management

Contract Management

Cost & Expense Allocation

Budgeting

Invoice Processing

Reporting & Analytics

Compliance

Interfacing & Automation

Document Storage

Order Management

Surveys & Self-certification

Workflow Management

Are you ready to optimize your subscription spend?
Redefine how you manage your subscriptions with Optimize Spend.

* Optimize Spend combines the best of FITS and INFOmatch into a consolidated subscription spend management solution

